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Summary:
Stewart  received Health  Canada authorization's  to  possess  marijuana for  his  personal

medical use and to cultivate marijuana for his personal use at the premises. Eleven marijuana
plants were stolen from Stewart and his wife's backyard. Stewart and his wife sued the insurer,
claiming indemnification under a homeowner's policy. The insurer denied that the plants were
"personal  property"  under  the  policy,  but  admitted  limited  liability  under  the  "extended
coverage" for "landscaping". The insurer paid the limited coverage of $1,000 per plant.  The
insurer moved to dismiss the action on the basis that the policy afforded no other coverage. The
plaintiffs brought a cross-motion essentially for a declaration that their loss was an insured risk,
without a limit on the amount payable per plant.

The Ontario Superior Court, in a decision reported at [2013] O.T.C. Uned. 1412, granted
the insurer's motion and dismissed the plaintiffs' cross-motion. The plaintiffs appealed.

The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed the appeal.

Insurance - Topic 6623
Multi-peril property insurance - Household or homeowner's policies - Premises insured -
Stewart received Health Canada's authorization to possess and cultivate marijuana for his
personal use - Eleven marijuana plants were stolen from his backyard - Stewart and his
wife sued the insurer, claiming indemnification under a homeowner's policy - The insurer
denied that the plants were "personal property" under Coverage B, but admitted limited
liability under the "extended coverage" for "landscaping" - The insurer moved to dismiss
the action on the basis that the policy afforded no other coverage - The plaintiffs brought
a cross-motion essentially for a declaration that their loss was an insured risk, without a
limit on the amount payable per plant - The motions judge granted the insurer's motion
and dismissed the cross-motion - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed an appeal - The
threshold question was whether the stolen plants were "personal property" - While the
plants were attached to the soil they did not fall within the personal property category -
The material time (i.e., when the loss by theft occurred) was when the thief removed the
plants  from the premises,  not  the soil  -  By then,  the thief  had converted immovable
property to movable property, from real property to personal property - Contrary to the
motions judge's finding, coverage was not limited to the contents of the dwelling - The
theft of the plants was a loss by theft of personal property "on [the plaintiffs'] premises" -
However, the loss did not fall within Coverage B because of the Coverage B qualifier that



the  personal  property  be  "usual  to  the  ownership  or  maintenance  of  a  dwelling"  -
Marijuana plants in the backyard were not "usual to" the ownership or maintenance of a
dwelling - See paragraphs 9 to 18.

Personal Property - Topic 4
General - Chattels real v. personal - [See Insurance - Topic 6623].

Real Property - Topic 5 
General principles - General - Chattels real - [See Insurance - Topic 6623].

Cases Noticed:
Cameron v. Gibson (1889), 8 O.R. 233 (Ch. Div.), refd to. [para. 12, footnote 1].

Counsel:
Keith R. Millikin, for the appellants;
Dwain C. Burns and Cynthia Jones, for the respondent.

This appeal was heard at Hamilton, Ontario, on October 3, 2013, by Matlow, Aston and
Donohue, JJ., of the Ontario Divisional Court. Aston, J., released the following decision for the
court on March 4, 2014.

Appeal dismissed.

Editor: Gary W. McLaughlin

Personal Property - Topic 4
General - Chattels real v. personal - Stewart received Health Canada's authorization to
possess  and  cultivate  marijuana  for  his  personal  use  -  Eleven marijuana  plants  were
stolen  from  his  backyard  -  Stewart  and  his  wife  sued  the  insurer,  claiming
indemnification under a homeowner's policy - The insurer denied that the plants were
"personal property" under Coverage B, but admitted limited liability under the "extended
coverage" for "landscaping" - The insurer moved to dismiss the action on the basis that
the policy afforded no other coverage - The plaintiffs brought a cross-motion essentially
for a declaration that their loss was an insured risk, without a limit on the amount payable
per  plant  -  The motions  judge granted the  insurer's  motion and dismissed the  cross-
motion - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed an appeal - The threshold question was
whether the stolen plants were "personal property" - While the plants were attached to the
soil they did not fall within the personal property category - The material time (i.e., when
the loss by theft occurred) was when the thief removed the plants from the premises, not
the soil - By then, the thief had converted immovable property to movable property, from
real property to personal property - Contrary to the motions judge's finding, coverage was
not limited to the contents of the dwelling - The theft of the plants was a loss by theft of
personal property "on [the plaintiffs'] premises" - However, the loss did not fall within
Coverage B because of the Coverage B qualifier that the personal property be "usual to
the ownership or maintenance of a dwelling" - Marijuana plants in the backyard were not
"usual to" the ownership or maintenance of a dwelling - See paragraphs 9 to 18.



Real Property - Topic 5 
General  principles  -  General  -  Chattels  real  -  Stewart  received  Health  Canada's
authorization to possess and cultivate marijuana for his personal use - Eleven marijuana
plants were stolen from his backyard - Stewart and his wife sued the insurer, claiming
indemnification under a homeowner's policy - The insurer denied that the plants were
"personal property" under Coverage B, but admitted limited liability under the "extended
coverage" for "landscaping" - The insurer moved to dismiss the action on the basis that
the policy afforded no other coverage - The plaintiffs brought a cross-motion essentially
for a declaration that their loss was an insured risk, without a limit on the amount payable
per  plant  -  The motions  judge granted the  insurer's  motion and dismissed the  cross-
motion - The Ontario Divisional Court dismissed an appeal - The threshold question was
whether the stolen plants were "personal property" - While the plants were attached to the
soil they did not fall within the personal property category - The material time (i.e., when
the loss by theft occurred) was when the thief removed the plants from the premises, not
the soil - By then, the thief had converted immovable property to movable property, from
real property to personal property - Contrary to the motions judge's finding, coverage was
not limited to the contents of the dwelling - The theft of the plants was a loss by theft of
personal property "on [the plaintiffs'] premises" - However, the loss did not fall within
Coverage B because of the Coverage B qualifier that the personal property be "usual to
the ownership or maintenance of a dwelling" - Marijuana plants in the backyard were not
"usual to" the ownership or maintenance of a dwelling - See paragraphs 9 to 18.


